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COLLOQUIUM JANUARY 16 2014 

Michael Sharratt 

I was born in January 1939. That fact, and my title, will warn you that I’m 

going to begin with my war memoirs. Here’s one from the title of this talk. 

My auntie Cecilia was taking me to Newcastle on a tram and wanted to know 

what I was staring at. I pointed to an advert and asked: ‘How do you trap the 

Germans in your handkerchief?’ Adults thought this was cute. A bit later, soon 

after the war in fact, I came in the front door of our house and announced that 

Tommy at number eleven had come home. ‘What do you mean?’ ‘Well, they’ve 

put up a big flag, and a banner that says “Welcome home, Tommy”.  Cute 

again. 

The child’s view of things was not always thought cute. At the time the western 

allies were bogged down in Normandy my friend Tom McDonald said to me in 

the school-yard: “I’ve got a new game. You follow me, kick your legs out 

stiffly, put a finger under your nose, stick your right arm up and shout “Heil 

Hitler”. Well, the headmistress was an Irish Sister  of  Mercy. A couple of years 

after the war she would be quite happy at a school concert to put us into green 

crepe paper and set us to singing “O’Donnell Abu” and “Princely O’Neill to our 

aid is advancing”, but shouting “Heil Hitler” when the war was still on was a 

different matter, especially since the playground was on a public street. So the 

nuns descended on us like Tolkien’s Nazguls and that was the end of that. 

But no one could take away my Mickey Mouse gasmask nor the fact that I 

escorted my 6 foot 4 cousin Gerard to Sunday Mass when his arm was in a 

sling.  His unit had crossed the Rhine but he had to fight his way through a 

detachment of Germans who retook the building they were in and he was lucky 

to be picked up next morning by our lot. 

I know war memoirs aren’t very reliable, but I still maintain that not long after 

the end of the war our Parish Priest came into the classroom. He gave us each a 

shilling and a nice card from King George with the royal coat of arms to thank 

us for our help in winning the war. Quite right too. My siblings insist that I’ve 

made this story up. 

One or two things stick in my mind from early schooldays. The world, it 

seemed, was either Catholic or Protestant. We regularly talked of ‘Proddy 
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Dogs’. We also had the habit of calling anyone who disagreed with us ‘a 

disbelieving Jew’, though I had never to my knowledge met a Jew. On both 

these topics I have tried to do better in later years. 

The peak of my ecclesiastical career, apart from ordination, came in 1952. I was 

the head ‘Our Father’ in the living rosary for Fr Paddy Peyton’s Rosary Crusade 

at Gosforth Greyhound Stadium—it’s now Asda—there’s progress for you. The 

girls were the Hail Marys in First Communion dresses; the boys— the Our 

Fathers—wore scarlet cassocks and white cottas. The only thing I had to do was 

to tell them when to stand up—important because it was the signal for the 3,000 

participants to stand up as well.  

My brother Aidan was just any old Our Father but he knew the cue as well as I 

did, so he made a point of standing up a nano-second before I gave the signal. I 

may forgive him on my deathbed. 

I should perhaps explain that I was ‘a late vocation’ as we used to call it. I 

mean, I was 13 before I came to Ushaw in 1952. Of course, I knew a lot about 

the College. One of my brothers had just left and another was still here; two 

cousins and a second cousin were here and my uncle Leo was Rector of the 

Junior House. Ten of my family have studied at Ushaw, starting with my uncle 

Bernard almost a hundred years ago. Three of my uncles were priests, my 

second cousin was ordained soon after I came to the College, my brother Aidan 

is a priest in Westminster diocese, two of my aunties were nuns, and so is my 

Sister Anne. 

One lasting benefit from having nuns in the family is that I was never tempted 

to patronise them as ‘the good sisters’. In fact, I have been very blessed in my 

friendships with nuns.  I still miss the nuns of La Sagesse who were an 

important part of Ushaw when I joined the staff, especially Sister George who 

for decades was a pastoral department in herself; again, for decades I worked 

alongside Sr Cecily Boulding the well known ecumenist and gifted colleague.   

And I owe more than I can say to the friendship of Sisters Rosemary Bayne, 

Mary Hickey, Patsy McDonald and Helen Bamber. 

I have said enough about my early years to prompt the reflection: ‘Another 

world’.  No doubt it was. In any case, somewhere, years ago, I picked up the 

idea that we walk backwards into the future. I don’t know who first coined 

the phrase or where I got it from, but it’s stayed with me. I noticed recently 
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among the usual end of year musings and punditry in the secular press that 

‘walking backwards into the future’ is getting a new lease of life. 

It doesn’t mean we can’t make intelligent guesses about the future shape of 

things, but it does warn us that we might get hit in the back by an on-coming 

express train that had escaped our notice, or that things just below the horizon 

may herald either disaster or temporary reprieve from whatever it is we are 

currently worried about. 

What was Ushaw like in the 1950s? Well, even as I boy I was aware that the 

teaching of mathematics at Ushaw was notably inferior to what I’d experienced 

for two years at St Cuthbert’s Grammar School, though I’m glad to say it 

improved out of all recognition in the 1960s. In 1950sUshaw Classics was 

everything. If you came first in Latin, you were deemed to be top of your class . 

Each term there was a ceremony of reading out the results in the Hall in the 

presence of the whole College — a cruel practice, mercifully abandoned in the 

1960s. It was cruel because the very last name to be read out was that of the 

solitary little hapless eleven-year-old who came last in Latin as he faced the 

whole assembled College. 

The emphasis on Greek and Latin meant that the academically brighter boys in 

each year became proficient in writing Greek and Latin prose. You stood to get 

a special mention in the reports of public examiners and even a state scholarship 

— which of course was no use if you were sent by the College to Rome.  

Classical poetry was another matter altogether: through no fault of our teachers, 

we understood just enough to evade the unfavourable attention of those who 

marked our papers. But those of us who were sent to Rome had no difficulty in 

understanding, writing and speaking the medieval dog-Latin resorted to by 

many of the international phalanx of teachers at the Gregorian University. 

Most of you will be aware that from about 1600 there had been a long-running 

feud in England and Wales between the Secular Clergy and the Religious, 

especially the Jesuits: it lasted for at least two and a half centuries. So I want to 

put on record my gratitude to some of the Jesuit teachers we had at the Greg. I 

am confident that they will come back up the charts when it is no longer the 

fashion to treat von Balthasar and Pope Benedict as the only theologians in the 

Church worth bothering about. I may mention Bernard Lonergan, Maurizio 

Flick, Joseph de Finance (a philosopher)  Zoltan Alzeghy, Joseph Fuchs and 

René Latourelle. Apart from anything else they were approachable, though at 
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the English College public opinion among the students seemed to be that it was 

rather odd to be interested enough in what you were studying to go and talk to 

your teachers. To this litany of uncanonised saints I would add Karl Rahner 

from the year I later spent in Munich on an exchange scholarship, something 

suggested to me by Joseph Fuchs. I also wish to thank the English Jesuits, 

especially Fr Frederick Copleston, my thesis supervisor, and the English 

Province, notably the members of Campion Hall, with whom I have spent 

altogether more than two happy years since my ordination. 

At the age of 18 I set off for Rome. I had been twice to Ireland, once on my bike 

and once hitch-hiking, but otherwise had never been abroad. In fact, I’d never 

been to London. The minute we arrived at the English College we were put into 

cassocks and Roman collars. The next day it was off to St Peter’s to catch a 

glimpse of Pius XII. Then a week’s retreat. Then 3 years of scholastic 

philosophy, with a first visit home after the 3 years were up. My family had just 

bought a mini-stately home, Dissington Hall, from the Church of England. It 

wasn’t Blenheim or Castle Howard. It only had about forty rooms plus a couple 

of cottages and the usual clock-tower, coach-house, hemel, kennels, piggery etc.  

And we kept it only for ten years, since it made little sense to keep it after my 

father died in 1962 But you can see, that what with Ushaw, the Venerabile, 

Dissington  and Campion Hall  I’m quite used to fairly large buildings  and don’t 

feel uncomfortable in them. 

I’ll content myself with picking out one or two things from my eight years in 

Rome. I actually took part in two medieval-style public disputations, one in 

philosophy and one in theology. Needless to say, these were fossils and less 

interesting than most fossils.  It’s a bit like having taken part in the last recorded 

cavalry charge, though admittedly a lot less exciting. 

But the most exciting thing about my time in Rome was, of course, the Second 

Vatican Council. When Pius XII died in 1958 we were let out of our annual 

retreat to join the funeral procession. I remember standing on the pediment of a 

pillar at St John Lateran and then joining the procession across Rome next to the 

Italian Foreign Minister, Fanfani. No worries about security then. 

I also remember going to St Peter’s Square when it was obvious that the new 

Pope had been chosen 
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 When the name Roncalli was announced I was distinctly disappointed, since I 

wanted Cardinal Agaganian, because he had an impressive beard and a 

spectacular hat.  

In what seemed no time at all we had the news that there was to be a General 

Council. There was, of course, a good deal of preparatory work to be done and 

lots of people had their wish list. I cannot claim that on the eve of the Council I 

was one of those who knew what the Church needed. By then I had a year of 

theology under my belt and it seemed to me that the Catholic Church had pretty 

well got the important things right. It was up to everyone else to acknowledge 

this fundamental fact and come trudging back up that hill with as much good 

grace as they could muster 

A few of us in the College met the publisher , John Todd, a t his request. We 

were clearly a disappointment to him. In fairness to ourselves we did say that 

the Church needed decentralisation, that is, more independence for the local 

Church, whether the diocese or the parish. I still think that is a key issue, and 

maybe Pope Francis will cheer me up on that point. 

Like many others I had become an avid reader of the gossip about the 

forthcoming Council and I wanted to feel part of it. On the opening day it was 

easy to get a ticket for the top of Bernini’s colonnade. All you had to do was 

write to someone like the Dean of the Rota, promise you would never bother 

him again, and you got your ticket. 

But I had set my heart on attending the Council itself. So as the tail of the 

procession of Bishops was going up the steps of St Peter’s, I nipped downstairs 

and went through the deserted courtyard to the right of the basilica and found I 

had guessed rightly. The Porta Rezzonico was open and unguarded. In I went 

and finished up at the back of St Peter’s while Pope John was settling into his 

seat. For about twenty seconds there he was with me the sole person in direct 

line with him. I’d have settled for being thrown out then, but thought I might as 

well push my luck. 

I went to the left and ran into a group of San Pietrini—the chaps who used to 

swing on ropes to light candles all over the place—so I had to stop. One of them 

said, reasonably enough, ‘You’re not supposed to be here’. There was no 

arguing with that, but I pointed out that there were spare places in one of the 

upper balconies specially constructed to accommodate the less important 

members of the Council, like abbots and auxiliary bishops. One of the San 
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Pietrini said: ‘He’s not doing any harm: up you go’ and I was there befriended 

by a Czech Abbot and an Australian auxiliary bishop.  It would be nice to report 

that I was spellbound by John XXIII’s celebrated speech, but I only really 

grasped its importance the next day. Still, you can see it was a satisfying 

morning. 

Everyone knew that there was to be a torchlight procession in St Peter’s Square 

that evening and that towards the end of the ceremony Pope John would give 

the crowd his blessing from his room high up in the Vatican Palace. I and my 

friend, Tony Wilcox, still a pillar of the Church, thought: well, Pope John won’t 

be needing his balcony in the centre of the facade of St Peter’s. It still surprises 

me that no one else seems to have thought of that. Anyway, we simply walked 

up the Scala Regia and turned left. There was a small group of lay flunkeys in 

their best suits, who obviously saw us but didn’t seem to be bothered. So we 

ensconced ourselves in the corner of the Pope’s balcony: we could see 

everything but no one could see us.  

If you ever get a chance to see a torchlight procession from that vantage point, 

don’t turn it down. It’s true there were only 30,000 people in the crowd, but 

that’s quite a lot, especially when lots of them are waving flaming torches. So it 

was a satisfying escapade. Of course, we had to get back to the College for 

supper, or we would have been in trouble. As we scurried back we bumped into 

Bishop Restiaux of Plymouth who was tired out after the long morning in St 

Peter’s.  

‘Where’ve you been?’ ‘St Peter’s.’ ‘Was the Pope on his balcony?’ ‘No, we 

were.’ After that I retired from gate-crashing important ceremonies. 

I was ordained by Cardinal Heard in October 1963 in the chapel of the 

Venerabile. He did struggle a bit with some of the liturgy, but that was 

endearing.  For instance, when he couldn’t quite get his false teeth round the bit 

that says ‘sicut Ithamar and Thamar in deserto’, he said very audibly: ‘who 

wrote this damn prayer anyway’. Or when confronted by a newly-ordained 

priest kneeling before him, he had to ask the M.C. ‘What do I do now?’ ‘Kiss 

him, Your Eminence.’ ‘KISS HIM!’  Of course, there was more to ordination 

than anecdotes like these, but the family consensus was that the Cardinal was a 

great entertainer. I may also add that he was very helpful in Spiritual Direction. 

Now a bit about teaching at Ushaw. When our Junior Seminary was moved to 

Upholland in 1972 we lost the services of our science teachers, who had 
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provided a course in the philosophy of science for the Senior Seminarians. So I 

made a detour by first giving time to John Locke and David Hume and then got 

on to Galileo. I think he was a good choice for my purposes. He interests 

scientists, philosophers and theologians. In so far as I have had any ambitions in 

the work I have done on Galileo, it is to be a reliable populariser. I don’t count 

myself a theologian, but people who know little about theology seem to think I 

am one, which has got me to some interesting conferences which I have greatly 

enjoyed. 

In 1974, as part of my self-education, I published in The Clergy Review three 

articles on Karl Popper, then perhaps the leading philosopher of science in the 

English- speaking world. Bishop Christopher Butler, of blessed memory, 

persuaded me to send them to Popper. I got a very handsome, hand-written 

reply from Popper, saying that usually he did not read articles about himself 

because they were nearly all wrong-headed, but my articles were an exception. 

He even agreed that I was right to criticise his account of ethics, as needing 

further work. I take it that our colloquium licenses me to indulge in this little bit 

of self-congratulation 

Since I have also spent a lot of time on our libraries and archives, I have found 

connections between my various tasks or interests. For instance, in Newman’s 

letters here there are incidental passages on both Galileo and Darwin which 

fascinate me, and it is always something of a thrill to handle original letters or 

documents on important subjects.  Similarly with my work on what was taught 

at Douai College. What, for instance, was Lingard taught about science? Or take 

the masses of letters and documents in the Lisbon Collection at Ushaw, for 

instance, on squabbles among the Secular Clergy. Here themes can overlap.  

In The seventeenth century Thomas Blacklow, once President of Lisbon 

College, was an outspoken fan of Galileo and, as leader of the Old Chapter, he 

was a thorn in the flesh of another Lisbonian, Bishop Richard Russell of 

Portalegre, who went to some trouble to keep Lisbon College free from the 

contamination  of  Blackloism and Blacklow’s  understudy, John Sergeant. You 

can read all about it here in the Lisbon Collection and in a few articles I 

published.  

I can still remember a conversation with Eamon Duffy in section XIX of the Big 

Library here in1970. It was Eamon who first roused my interest in Blacklow 

and in a later maverick Douai teacher, Joseph Berington, the subject of Eamon’s 
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Doctoral thesis. I thank Eamon for his reliable support ever since and for the 

fact that we can regularly make each other laugh. 

I can mention only briefly one very important feature of the academic and 

pastoral programme at Ushaw during my time on the staff. The increasingly 

close ecumenical cooperation, first with Cranmer Hall and then with the Wesley 

Study Centre led to joint degrees in Theology and Ministry, validated by the 

University, first a BA and then an MA and a Ph.D. We at Ushaw also formed a 

team to deliver an undergraduate course on Christian-Jewish relations. Perhaps 

analogous or more ambitious courses will in time be available under the aegis of 

the Centre for Catholic Studies. None of this would have been possible without 

our official link with the University as a Licensed Hall of Residence from 1968.  

This flourishing link where the Bishops entrusted their students for half their 

academic ordination course, to the University has led to many blessings. 

One thing I like to insist on. ‘There were brave men before Agamemnon’. I’ve 

no pretensions or desire to be an Agamemnon,—he was a self-satisfied stuffed 

shirt in my opinion— but I do like honouring those who have preceded us, some 

gone to their rest, some very much still with us. 

Pride of place must be given to Dr David Milburn. His history of the College is 

outstanding. I’ve lost count of the number of times I have thought I had made a 

discovery, only to find that David had quietly noted it in print long ago.  

I have every reason to be grateful to the University’s Librarians and Keepers of 

Rare books: Jon Purcell and Sheila Hingley, Ian Doyle and Beth Rainey and 

their colleagues are on my diptychs.  So are recent and current colleagues Terry 

Cessford, Kris McKie,  Alistair  Fraser, Jonathan Bush and  Claire Marsland 

.Jan Rhodes deserves great thanks for years of voluntary work on our 

collections, and for her three-year stint as the College’s Librarian. My colleague 

and friend, the late Bernard Payne, was well known to many here today: he was 

asked to look after the Library temporarily in the summer of 1930 when 

William Godfrey was called to higher things; he handed it over to me in 1977.  

He too was honoured by the University for his services to scholarship. 

Bernard Payne has a worthy successor in our current  librarian, Matthew 

Watson. I am very grateful to Matthew not only for his dedicated work but also 

for his many acts of uncovenanted kindness. 
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The unwavering and unobtrusive support of our own St Cuthbert’s Society is 

beyond praise. For more than a century and a half it has been a reliable and self-

effacing support of the College in good times and bad. I am very pleased to be 

able to thank Chris Seddon and all the good women and men who not only 

continue but also develop the work initiated formally during the presidency of 

Charles Newsham. 

Since the College has been in existence for four and a half centuries, it is only 

proper to mention a couple of its earlier members or friends. Bishop Dicconson, 

whose library and lecture notes we have.  Josef  Felten, who started the first real 

catalogue of our books and also sounded the alarm when a gas-pipe was struck 

by lightning and threatened to burn down the Big Library. The late Mgr Jim 

Sullivan who, as President of Lisbon College, the ‘daughter of Douai’, 

deposited the archives and a generous selection of the books of Lisbon College 

at Ushaw. I thank the Lisbonian Society for their much appreciated support for 

many years now. Collective thanks also to those parishes and convents who 

have entrusted their books and manuscripts to the College’s care. 

Now that I am launched on the very pleasant occupation of thanking people, I 

am sure no one will mind if I give pride of place to my immediate and extended 

family. I have promised not to embarrass them with detailed eulogies, but I do 

want to make special mention of my brother Peter, who is well known to some 

of the older participants in this colloquium.  While still at Ushaw in the 1950s 

he gained a First in French at Durham and, when Lecturer and Reader in 

Edinburgh, kept up his connections with the College and the University.  He 

emailed his best wishes to the Colloquium, but as you heard at Mass, died early 

this week. 

Next I am very glad to be able to give public thanks to Ushaw’s President, Mgr 

John Marsland, to Peter and Karen Seed and family and to all our small staff 

who work hard to secure a promising future for at least the next four and a half 

centuries. I owe them more than I can put into words. 

I need not elaborate when I say I have every reason to thank the National Health 

Service, notably the Royal Victoria Infirmary at Newcastle, the University 

Hospital at Dryburn and the doctors and nurses and staff at the surgery in 

Ushaw Moor. 

I thank the Trustees of the College — the Bishops — for their patience and 

generosity. In particular I thank the Bishop of Hexham for allowing me to stay 
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on at Ushaw as Archivist and Secretary to the Trustees. I thank my fellow 

Clergy, especially the support group that has met socially once a month for over 

a quarter of a century. 

Through the Chancellor and Vice Chancellor I thank the University for its 

sustained support of  Ushaw over many decades now and for the serious hard 

work that is being done in the hope of a establishing definitive arrangements 

which will secure a future for the College that will be beneficial to all the 

parties involved. I may also surely mention that it was a very pleasing surprise 

to be offered an Honorary Doctorate by the University. 

 Finally, I am very happy to take this opportunity of thanking Professor Paul 

Murray and his colleagues, not only for the way they have planned and run this 

Colloquium, but also for their sustained cooperation and welcome support in so 

much that we at Ushaw are trying to achieve.  

In this room, which was Ushaw’s first chapel, you are naturally entitled  to a 

suitably pious conclusion to these reminiscences. I remember being impressed 

by the traditional wisdom passed on by my mother to her children decades ago 

on the subject of heaven and hell: ‘no doubt there’ll be a lot of our friends in 

both places’. There’s an engaging humility about that. But we are just as free to 

share the hope of one who studied briefly at Douai before becoming a Jesuit, 

Edmund Campion.  

Campion, in his ‘Brag’, prayed that Almighty God would ‘set us at accord 

before the day of payment, to the end we may at last be friends in heaven, when 

all injuries shall be forgot’ 

Thank you. 

[Evelyn Waugh. Edmund Campion, Longman’s , Green & Co., London 

[date???], Appendix 1,, pp. 222-223. {Lower Library, 922.22, CAMP 

WAUGH  

 


